Fractionalization is a hallmark of spin-liquid behavior; it typically leads to response functions consisting of continua instead of sharp modes. However, microscopic processes can enable the formation of short-distance bound states of fractionalized excitations, despite asymptotic deconfinement. Here we study such bound-state formation for the Z2 spin liquid realized in Kitaev's honeycomb compass model, supplemented by a kekulé distortion of the lattice. Bound states between flux pairs and Majorana fermions form in the Majorana band gaps. We calculate the dynamic spin susceptibility and show that bound states lead to sharp modes in the magnetic response of the spin liquid, with the momentum dependence of the corresponding spectral weight encoding internal symmetry of the bound state. As a byproduct, we also show that isolated fluxes may produce Majorana bound states at exactly zero energy. Generalizations and implications of the results are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly frustrated magnets can host a variety of unconventional states of matter.
1,2 Particularly fascinating are spin liquids and their descendants. Spin liquids are strongly entangled low-temperature states of local moments which do not display magnetic order and do not break any symmetries of the underlying lattice. Typically, spin liquids display the phenomenon of fractionalization: Elementary excitations come with quantum numbers which cannot be constructed from electrons or holes, and local operators can create only multiples (often pairs) of such deconfined excitations, such that locally created excitations decay into fractionalized constituents. As a result, measurable response functions, like the dynamic spin structure factor, display multi-particle continua instead of sharp modes. In fact, the absence of sharp modes is often taken as experimental evidence for spin-liquid behavior. 4 However, this reasoning can be spoiled if fractionalized excitations form short-distance bounds states; this is possible despite long-distance deconfinement. Such bound states may arise from attractive interactions between the fractionalized excitations. Hence, it is conceivable to have a deconfined spin liquid whose dominant response arises from bound states and consists of sharp-mode peaks. This highly unusual situation has been studied relatively little in the theory literature, 5, 6 but may be relevant for real materials. For instance, spinliquid physics has been proposed to be relevant for underdoped cuprates, 7, 8 but clear-cut evidence for fractionalization is missing, and neutron scattering experiments are typically interpreted in terms of sharp modes.
9-11
It is the purpose of this paper to study the formation of bound states of emergent fractionalized spin-liquid constituents in a solvable setting. To this end, we utilize Kitaev's compass model on the honeycomb lattice which, in its pristine form, realizes a Z 2 spin liquid.
12
Its elementary excitations are gapless dispersive "matter" Majorana fermions and gapped immobile Z 2 gauge fluxes (or "visons"). By now, a number of honeycomblattice magnets have emerged as candidates for realizing dominant Kitaev 18,19 These materials display long-range magnetic order at low temperatures, likely due to the presence of additional Heisenberg interactions, 13, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] but it has been suggested that pressure or doping may be used to suppress magnetic order and to induce spin-liquid behavior.
Here we employ the Kitaev model as a playground for bound-state formation.
6 As well-defined bound states require the existence of energy gaps in the excitation spectrum, we induce dispersion gaps by imposing a kekulé-type modulation 25 of coupling constants in the Kitaev model, i.e., we consider a lattice with a periodic √ 3 × √ 3 superstructure modulation. We show that bound states between matter fermions and isolated fluxes as well as between matter fermions and flux pairs exist in the resulting Z 2 spin liquid. These bound states are spatially localized (because the fluxes are localized) and come with different symmetries w.r.t. point-group operations. We calculate the dynamic spin structure factor and show that bound states involving flux pairs are visible spectroscopically; in fact, the sharp-mode response of the bound states may dominate the spectrum despite deconfinement. The momentum dependence of the sharp-mode spectral weight allows one to deduce the spatial symmetries of the bound states. We discuss how to detect deconfinement despite low-energy bound-state formation, and we highlight implications for more realistic models and for carrier-doped spin liquids.
We note that bound states between matter fermions and flux excitations were discussed before for the fieldinduced non-abelian phase of the Kitaev model.
5,26
The body of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we introduce the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model together with its Majorana representation. Section III summarizes the excitation spectrum in the flux-free case. Section IV demonstrates the bound-state formation on the level of Majorana-fermion states while Section V presents the results for bound-state spectroscopy utiliz- 
the model then possesses a Z 3 symmetry of combined real-space and spin rotations.
The Kitaev model is exactly solvable thanks to the existence of an extensive set of conserved quantities, corresponding to Z 2 fluxes which can be defined for every closed loop on the lattice. For each elementary plaquette of the lattice, the corresponding loop operators can be written asŴ
with eigenvalues W p = ±1. For periodic boundary conditions there are, in addition, two "topological" loop operatorsŴ 1,2 that wrap around the torus. Flux conservation implies that the Hilbert space of the Kitaev model can be divided into flux sectors, specified by the set of {W p }. The ground state is located in the flux-free sector; 12, 28 this remains true in the presence of the kekulé modulation considered below.
B. Kekulé modulation
The solubility of the Kitaev model relies only on threefold lattice coordination, together with the spin structure of the interactions. Hence, variants of the Kitaev model with vacancies, 29 random or inhomogeneous couplings, 30, 31 or different lattice geometries, both in two [32] [33] [34] [35] and three [36] [37] [38] space dimensions, remain solvable and have been discussed.
Here we impose a modulation of the exchange interactions according to a √ 3 × √ 3 superstructure on the honeycomb lattice, with the goal to induce spectral gaps. This kekulé modulation, initially discussed in the context of carbon nanotubes, 25 triples the unit cell, but preserves the Z 3 symmetry of combined real-space and spin rotations. The spatial pattern of exchange interactions in the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model is shown in Fig. 1 . The modulation is parameterized by a ratio of coupling constants, κ, such that the exchange couplings obey
Hence, κ = 0 corresponds to decoupled hexagons, κ = 1 is the original honeycomb lattice, and κ = ∞ represents decoupled dimers. We will be mostly interested in the isotropic case, where we choose J x = J y = J z ≡ J, i.e., the couplings on the h bonds, as energy unit.
The enlarged unit cell implies that there are two different types of plaquettes and hence two types of flux excitations; for reference we denote a plaquette formed by six h bonds as H plaquette, while a plaquette with three h and three i bonds is dubbed I plaquette. Flux pairs can be created by flipping either a h bond (creating one H and one I flux) or an i bond (creating two I fluxes), see Fig. 1 .
C. Majorana representation
For explicit calculations we utilize Kitaev's spin representation 12 with four Majorana fermions per siteb
, the original Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) can be mapped to
whereû ij ≡ ib αij ib αij j ,û ij = −û ji with site i on sublattice A, and the summation is over all nearest-neighbor bonds. Theû ij represent conserved quantities, with eigenvalues u ij = ±1, and a given set {u ij } reduces the Hamiltonian to a bilinear in theĉ Majorana operators:
α ij u ij , with N the number of unit cells, andĉ A(B) is a vector of N Majorana operators on the A(B) sublattice. Hence the problem takes the form of non-interacting "matter" Majorana fermions coupled to a static Z 2 gauge field.
For every flux sector, described by a set of set of {u ij }, the Majorana hopping model H u can be diagonalized on finite-size lattices using standard techniques, and we refer the reader to the literature. 12, 29, 31 The result is a model of free canonical fermions representing the matter degrees of freedom, with
where the mode energies m are non-negative. For the flux-free unmodulated isotropic Kitaev model, momentum k takes the role of the quantum number m, and the k resemble the positive-energy part of the spectrum of graphene, with Dirac points at momenta
III. PHASE DIAGRAM AND MAJORANA SPECTRUM IN THE FLUX-FREE SECTOR
We now turn to the properties of the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model. To set the stage, we discuss the spectrum and dispersion of the matter Majorana fermions in the flux-free sector. We allow for coupling anisotropies, and consider the case J x = J y = J z . In general, there are now three positive-energy bands of matter Majorana fermions due to the tripled unit cell.
The effect of a weak superstructure can be considered perturbatively. In the isotropic case, the kekulé modulation couples the two Dirac points which are gapped out, hence the spectrum is gapped for any κ = 1. In contrast, the anisotropic Kitaev model displays gapless Dirac cones which are shifted in momentum space for 12 J z /J x,y < 1 and 1 < J z /J x,y < 2. In these cases, the kekulé modulation does not couple the Dirac points, such that extended gapless phases remain for κ = 1. We have computed the phase boundaries, and the resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . Remarkably, the gapless phases extend all the way to κ → 0 and κ → ∞.
In the following we focus on the isotropic case, where we show matter Majorana bandstructures for selected κ values in Fig. 3 and an overview of the spectrum in Fig. 4 . As noted, all bands are gapped for κ = 1. For κ > 3/4 the three Majorana bands overlap, whereas an inter-band gap opens for κ < 3/4. In the limit of κ → 0, the spectrum is that of decoupled hexagons, with three discrete local modes, two of which are degenerate, see Fig. 4 . In contrast, the limit κ → ∞ corresponds to isolated dimers, with a threefold degenerate local mode. Interestingly, at leading order in 1/κ the spectrum corresponds to that of a Kagome lattice.
FIG. 2:
Phase diagram of the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model as function of modulation κ and anisotropy ratio
, showing regions of gapless and gapped Z2 spin liquids. We note that the horizontal axis is linear in κ/(1+κ) while the vertical axis is linear in
We note that the transition from κ < 1 to κ > 1 is accompanied by a band inversion, such that the band structure for κ > 1 is characterized by a non-trivial Z 2 topological index. 40 This implies the existence of topologically protected matter Majorana edge states for κ > 1.
IV. BOUND-STATE FORMATION
Next we turn our attention to the physics in excited flux sectors. Here we demonstrate the existence of spatially localized states of matter Majorana fermions bound to static fluxes which act as "impurities". These impurity bound states arise in one of the gaps of the Majorana spectrum.
FIG. 3:
Band structure of the matter Majorana fermion bands, 2 k , for isotropic Kitaev couplings and κ = 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 (top) and κ = 4/3, 2, 4 (bottom). The momenta refer to the small Brillouin zone of the kekulé-modulated lattice. 
A. Flux pair
We start with flux configurations consisting of a pair of fluxes on adjacent plaquettes; those are relevant for the zero-temperature spin response.
41,42
We have computed the matter Majorana spectrum by diagonalizing the hopping problem (5) on finite-size lattices with periodic boundary conditions. Bound-state formation is signalled by the existence of (one or more) isolated mode energies m in energy windows corresponding to the band gaps of the flux-free case. For a single flipped bond, the same information can be obtained by analyzing the poles of a suitable T matrix.
We find matter Majorana bound states for any κ = 1, and their energies are summarized in Fig. 4 . For κ < 1 flipping a single h bond generates one bound state close to zero energy; in addition two (almost degenerate) bound states appear for κ < 3/4 within the upper band gap. In the limit κ → 0 these three bound states correspond to the states of an isolated hexagon threaded by a π flux, with energies 0, 2 √ 3J, 2 √ 3J. No bound states are obtained by flipping a i bond. In contrast, for κ > 1 bound states are generated by flipping either an h or an i bond; in each case a single bound state emerges below the lower band edge.
The wavefunctions of the bound states are portrayed in Fig. 5 . They can be classified according to their signature under reflection at a axis perpendicular to the flipped bond. (We recall that these wavefunctions are not gaugeinvariant.) For κ < 1 the low-energy bound state is even, Fig. 5(a) . The same applies to the lower of the elevatedenergy bound states emerging for κ < 3/4, Fig. 5(b) , whereas the higher on is odd, Fig. 5(c) . In all cases, the main weight is located on the H plaquette sharing the flipped bond. For κ > 1 the bound state obtained from an h flip is even, with the main weight on the I plaquette. Flipping an i bond leaves two mirror symmetries intact (along the bond axis and perpendicular to it), and the bound state is even under the first and odd under the second. Its main weight is equally distributed on the two I plaquettes (not shown).
For the computation of the spin structure factor (see below) we will also need the flux gap, i.e., the energy cost of flipping a single bond. The corresponding numerical results are shown in Fig. 6 .
We finally note that there are no bound states in the standard Kitaev model, κ = 1, even in the anisotropic case J x = J y = J z when the spectrum is gapped. However, bound states occur in the presence of the timereversal-breaking three-site term which is generated by an applied magnetic field. 
B. Single flux
To complete the physical picture, we now analyze the fermion spectrum in the presence of isolated fluxes. Given that periodic boundary conditions require the total number of plaquette fluxes to be even, i.e., the product of all W p from Eq. (2) to be +1, we study a configuration with two fluxes placed at a maximum distance of L/2. Such configurations correspond to flipping a chain of bonds ("Dirac string") as shown in Fig. 7 .
Interestingly we find for κ < 1 that only isolated H fluxes generate bound states. The configurations shown in Fig. 7 have one H and one I flux, and we find a total of three bound states as in the flux-pair case. Their energetics is interesting: For κ → 0 the energies are again 0, 2 √ 3J, 2 √ 3J. For finite κ the system preserves the symmetry of the isolated hexagon, and consequently the effect of finite κ on the bound states is equivalent to a J renormalization. As a result, the two upper bound states are degenerate, and the lower bound state is exactly at zero energy. Hence, an isolated H flux in the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model with κ < 1 provides a means to generate zero-energy Majorana bound states. Concerning the (gauge-dependent) wavefunctions, we see that lowest bound state one is now odd under reflection w.r.t. the Dirac-string axis. For a configuration with two isolated H fluxes, we find a total of six bound states (not shown).
In contrast, for κ > 1 we observe that isolated I fluxes generate one bound state each whereas H fluxes do not induce bound states. Hence, for a configuration with two distant I fluxes we find two bound states (not shown).
V. BOUND-STATE SPECTROSCOPY
So far, we have demonstrated the presence of bound states formed by matter Majorana fermions and Z 2 gauge fluxes or pairs thereof. The latter bound states are directly visible in spectroscopic probes, and we show this by determining the dynamic spin structure factor for the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model. (7) where |0 is the many-body ground state. The application of aσ α i operator creates a flux pair in the plaquettes which involve the α bond emanating from site i. This leads to the dynamical rearrangement of matter fermions in the modified gauge field akin to a quantum quench. The spin correlator can be expressed purely in terms of matter fermions in the ground-state flux sector, subject to a perturbationV α = −2iJ α c i c j . 41, 42 For instance, the off-site correlator reads
where δ ij α is non-zero only if i and j are nearest neighbors connected by an α bond, i.e., S ij vanishes beyond nearest neighbors. Further, |M 0 is the matter-fermion ground state of H 0 in the flux-free sector.
43
λ runs over all matter-fermion states in the two-flux sector, i.e., the eigenstates of H 0 +V α . E 0 and E λ are the corresponding many-body energies. The prefactor F α ij = {−1, i, − i} depending on the spin component. Physically, Eq. (8) expresses that a spin-flip excitation decays into a matter Majorana fermion and a flux pair.
B. Sources of sharp-mode peaks
Analyzing Eq. (8) shows that the results crucially depend on whether the ground states in the two flux sectors have (i) the same or (ii) different total fermion parity.
5,42
In case (i) non-vanishing contributions to S αβ ij (ω) arise from excited states |λ with an odd number of matterfermion excitations while in case (ii) an even number is required. 43 As a result, there are two distinct sources for sharp-mode peaks in the dynamical spin response.
In case (i), the leading contributions come from excited single-fermion states. Hence, S(ω) reflects the matterfermion density of states in the two-flux sector, and sharp peaks are caused by energetically isolated single-fermion The upper panels show S( q, ω) along a path in momentum space using a logarithmic color scale for intensity, with the red lines representing the non-dispersive δ-peak contributions. Lorentzian broadening with γ = 0.05J has been applied to the rest of the signal. The lower panels show S( q = 0, ω), with δ peaks as vertical lines, while the δ peaks have been included in the usual broadening scheme in the insets.
states -these are precisely the bound states discussed in Section IV above. The peak energy in S(ω) is then given by the sum of the flux gap and the fermion boundstate energy. In case (ii), the first contribution is from the zero-fermion state in the two-flux flux sector, and hence always yields a delta peak, located at the flux-gap energy. The next contributions come from two-fermion states, such that the presence of a single fermionic bound state does not produce a sharp-mode peak.
For the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model with isotropic couplings, we find for κ < 1 that the parity of the two-flux state matches that of the flux-free state both for flipped h and i bonds, i.e., case (i) is realized. In contrast, for κ > 1 this only applies to flipped h bonds, while flipping an i bond generates the parity mismatch of case (ii).
C. Results
We now discuss the dynamic spin structure factor at momentum q,
for the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model. We calculate this in a few-mode approximation which has been shown to yield highly accurate results for the standard Kitaev model. The explicit calculation in case (ii) requires to perform a local gauge transformation, and we refer the reader to the literature for details.
5
Numerical results for S( q, ω) at zero temperature are shown in Fig. 8 . Two striking features are apparent:
First, multiple sharp-mode peaks show up, with some of them even occuring on top of a continuum contribution (despite the fact that bound states are located in a band gap). This can be rationalized as follows: For κ < 1 all δ peaks in S( q, ω) arise from the bound states discussed in Section IV A, with all bound states occurring for flipped h bonds, Fig. 4 . Importantly, S( q, ω) involves contributions both from flipped h and flipped i bonds. Since the corresponding flux gaps are different, Fig. 6 , the two contributions come with continua which are shifted by a different flux "offset". As a result, a bound-state peak from the h-bond contribution may energetically overlap with the continuum from the i-bond contribution -this is what happens in Fig. 8(a,b) . For κ > 1 the spin structure factor contains two sharp-mode peaks of different origin, Fig. 8(c) . For a flipped h bond we obtain a bound-state peak, located very close to the lower edge of the continuum, while a flipped i bond leads to the parity mismatch and hence a zero-particle δ peak at the i flux gap (but no bound-state peak).
Second, there is little momentum dependence in S( q, ω). For the continuum contributions this is similar to the standard Kitaev model where it results from fractionalization and the fact that spin correlators vanish beyond nearest neighbors. In addition, the bound-state peaks are non-dispersive which is a simple consequence of the fluxes (and hence the bound states) being localized.
The weights of the sharp-mode peaks are generically momentum-dependent, as shown in Fig. 9 . First, the weights can be large: For κ = 0.3 the peaks account for roughly 2/3 of the total spectral weight in S( q, ω). Hence, the peaks can dominate the response which also becomes clear from the insets in Fig. 8 . Second, the momentum dependence is determined by the internal symmetries of the bound state. This is nicely seen in Fig. 9 (a) where the two bound states which are even under reflection have a finite weight for all momenta, whereas the odd bound state has vanishing weight at q = Γ.
We can reasonably expect that the response at small non-zero temperatures has the same qualitative properties: The response function will involve a trace over initial states with both fermions and fluxes, but in all cases sizeable matrix elements λ|ĉ j |M are only obtained if the intermediate state contains, in addition to the excitation effectively created byĉ j , the same excitations as the initial state |M . 31 This implies that all thermal contributions to the low-temperature spin correlator will display the same bound-state peaks, and the main effect of temperature is that of thermal broadening.
VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have studied spin excitations of a kekulé-modulated Kitaev model. This model provides an explicit and exactly solvable example for a deconfined phase with fractionalized excitation whose dynamic response is nevertheless dominated by sharp-mode peaks which arise via bound-state formation. 6 We have provided detailed results for the dynamic spin structure factor which we have rationalized via an analysis of spatially localized Majorana fermion states in excited flux sectors.
A. Beyond the Kitaev model
We now turn to a broader view, and start with physics beyond the solvable Kitaev limit. The gapless spin liquid of the standard Kitaev model has been shown to be stable against small perturbations (like a Heisenberg interaction). 13, 20 Two qualitative modifications occur: The Z 2 flux excitations (visons) become mobile, and spin operator acquires an additional decay channel into two Majorana fermions. 45 Upon perturbing the kekulé-modulated Kitaev model we expect -by continuity -that bound states between vison pairs and Majorana fermions continue to exist, but these bound states will themselves become dispersive. Their spatial structure will become more complicated -in particular, it involves also configurations with the two visons not being on adjacent plaquettes -but the bound states will continue to contribute sharp modes in the dynamic spin structure factor. Hence, the phenomenon studied in this paper is robust. In addition, it is also conceivable that bound states between pairs of matter Majorana fermions exist, but this requires a separate analysis which is beyond the scope of this paper. If the Majorana spectrum does not display spectral gaps, then true bound states can only occur above the upper band edge; alternatively quasi-bound states may exist inside the spectrum. However, neither of the two happen in the standard Kitaev model, κ = 1.
For spin liquids with other fractionalization schemes similar bound state formation, e.g., spinon-vison or spinon-spinon, may occur depending on microscopic details, but explicit examples have not been studied to our knowledge. We note that bound-state formation is in fact expected upon approaching a confinement transition: Gauge-field fluctuations produce bound states on all energy scales on the confined side of the transition, and a large confinement length on the deconfined side implies the existence of low-energy bound states. This will studied in future work.
Finally, bound-state formation is relevant beyond insulators. For instance, in doped Mott insulators with deconfinement one may expect charge-neutral spin- 1 2 spinons and spinless charge-e holons as elementary excitations. Bound-state formation can yield objects with different quantum numbers. In particular, the idea of a fractionalized Fermi liquid (FL * ) phase 46 realized in a doped one-band Mott insulator implies the existence of charge-e spin-1 2 particles which can be understood as bound states of spinons and holons. 
B. Detecting confinement
From an experimental point of view, the response from bound states in a deconfined phase is hard to distinguish from the response of a conventional, non-fractionalized phase. In the following we discuss a few aspects of this. First, a deconfined phase with bound states can be expected to show sharp peaks and continua in response functions, see Fig. 8 . Notably, such response may also arise from a conventional phase where single-particle peaks and multi-particle continua can coexist. A careful analysis of quantum numbers (e.g. via the response to a magnetic field) may help to distinguish the two cases. Second, the combination of multiple observables typically provides additional information. For instance, for the Kitaev model it has been shown that Raman scattering mainly probes the spectrum in the ground-state flux sector 47 where no bound states occur in the case studied in this paper. Third, a convincing proof of deconfinement may require to show the existence of emergent gauge-field excitations, for instance via flux trapping in suitable geometries. 48 
